se:joy
Easy office and
conference swivel chair

THE JOY OF WORK

Work used to be an emotionless way of
earning a living. But today it is becoming
a more meaningful part of life where it is
important to actually enjoy what you do.
This development is reﬂected by offices
being transformed into rooms that provide
more freedom and results in designs such
as se:joy.

A modern design, comfortable seating and
intuitive functionality make it perfect for
all office areas where movement is the
order of the day – be it conference rooms,
zones for temporary project work or home
offices. se:joy is all about fun – not least
because it is excellent value for money.
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PLEASES EVERYBODY
WITHOUT MAKING COMPROMISES
Comfortable seating can be quite a challenge when different employees use the same workspace. After all,
preferences vary and all users – whether tall or small, slim or sturdy – want the seat to be comfortable as
soon as they sit down. But they don’t really have much time to adjust the seat to their preferred position in
a conference room or at a touchdown workstation. Other things are more important at that moment and it has
to be just right straight away. Conditions, which allow se:joy to proudly demonstrate its strengths. It provides
ergonomic seating comfort from the very first second – for everybody.
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MORE HOME, LESS OFFICE
The home office is becoming an integral part of the modern working world for more and
more people – either as an extension of their office desk or as their main workplace.
And there are differences in how often the home office is used. But there is a common
trend when it comes to furnishings. They need to be appealing and reﬂect the personal
style, which is even more important when the office is at home. A case for se:joy, primarily
a modern swivel chair that people also like to have in their own home.
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COME IN, SIT DOWN, FEEL GOOD
C O M FO RTAB L E AN D ERG O N O MI C
The filigree single-piece supporting structure enables
optimum pressure distribution along the spine without
any adjustment. The sophisticated construction features
a newly added “comfo ﬂex” zone in the lower part of the
supporting structure, which enables dynamic seating as
well as freedom of movement and adapts automatically
to each user, regardless of shape or size.
DY N AM I C AN D CO N CEN TRAT E D
Due to its opening angle, the finely balanced rocker
mechanism allows a comfortable seat tilt (4° front / 7° rear).
The “comfo ﬂex” zone, a recess in the lower part of the
backrest, provides for a synchronous effect which allows
even more ﬂexibility. se:joy can thus follow the seating
position of the user and support active or relaxed sitting,
depending on the situation. The mechanism is locked by
means of a slider.

H I G H - Q UAL I TY
Innovative fabric structures in the seat and
backrest provide a supportive seat as well as
an adaptable backrest, which will not stretch
over time. se:joy combines long-term seating
and product quality.

I N TUI TI V E AN D F L EXI B L E
The elegant adjustment lever on the underside
can be used to adjust the seat height between
390 mm to 510 mm.

LOGICAL
Soft and hard castors are available, depending on
the ﬂooring. The colour of the castors matches
the chosen frame colour.
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LI GHT BLUE

OR AN G E
Fresh colour combinations for the mesh cover
G R EEN

SAN D

(six colours) and carcass (black and light grey)
enable se:joy to be adapted to personal

preferences or the interior design. The wide

range of possible combinations allows for many
different looks. From young and trendy to sleek

LI GHT GR EY

AN THR ACI TE

and elegant. Which se:joy will make your day?
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DESIGNED TO PLEASE
Understated and strong? Dynamic and modern? Light and fresh? se:joy boasts many features.
The harmonious lines and a design inspired by nature stand out. The delicate yet durable supporting
structures reﬂect an independent character, which not only complements sophisticated surroundings.
se:joy adds an inspiring, refreshing touch to virtually any office environment and interior design style.

se:joy is available in two frame colours, black and light grey.
The ergonomic armrests blend harmoniously into the lines,
accentuating the dynamic character.
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C O M PA N Y O F T H E F U T U R E
Company:

ISO 50001
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

The ergonomic features and the quality of the materials
used are not the only reasons why Sedus products feel good.
The principles according to which they are developed and
finished are also a contributing factor. These principles
include ecological compatibility, conservation of resources
and recyclability. Principles, which have been defining the
way Sedus does business for more than 50 years. Out of a
sense of responsibility for the future.
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“ se:joy
Its light design makes se:joy the
ideal partner for agile work situations,
where it impresses with its comfort
and dynamic character.

www.sedus.com
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